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Educational highlights:  While at the College of Charleston I have completed majors in Philosophy and Arts Management 
while participating in the Honors College program.  I’ve completed a Bachelor’s essay on Authenticity and the Mass Media, 
done rigorous research on the thought of David Hume, learned a little about how to run a non-profi t arts organization, 
and interned at a professional recording studio. 
 
Research focus or project: During the fall of 2007 and spring of 2008 I did some sustained research and writing toward a 
critique of visual mass media technology’s nefarious eff ects on self, community, and the possibility of positive social progress.  
I incorporate Martin Heidegger’s thoughts on technology and understanding and Jean Baudrillard’s postmodernism of 
simulation among other thinkers.  Following them I argue that the media imperative, to ‘just be informed’ about as many 
disparate issues and hot topics as possible, is an obstacle to positive change in that we walk away from the television with 
nothing more than an average understanding and a lot of polarized personal opinions.  To overcome this superfi ciality one 
needs to work to attain a depth of understanding in whatever area one commits to improvement.  Th e preliminary part 
of this process is to demask the pretension of the media to being an innocent window on the world.  I think philosophy 
and arts management intersect in helping build strong communities in which liberty, creativity, and tolerance may thrive.  
Responsible arts management brings people of all backgrounds together to celebrate the depth and diversity of human 
experience.  Philosophy shares in this spirit of celebration.

Future plans:  I plan to pursue a career in social work or clinical counseling.  I am considering Masters degree programs 
at University of South Carolina toward the former fi eld and the Citadel toward the latter, but plan to take a year off  school 
before applying anywhere.  More generally I plan to continue making music and would like to read a little more every 
day.
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